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Part 1- READING- You will read some short passages and answer the questions about them. Choose the correct
option to complete the sentence.

Passage: What do you do?
Robert: I’m a host at a big restaurant. I greet people at the door and take them to their tables. Day after day, I
always do the same thing. Someday I hope to have a more interesting job, but it’s OK for now.
1. Robert thinks that his job is_____________________.

a. difficult                         b.  interesting                               c. important                               d. boring

Passage: What are you doing this weekend?
Alice: Sunday is the day when I usually go to the cinema with my friends downtown. But this week there’s a
concert on Saturday, so I’m going to see my friends then. On Sunday, I’m staying home.
2. This Saturday Alice is going to_____________________.

a. stay at home                   b.  have lunch downtown         c. go to a concert                   d. go to the cinema

Passage: What are you doing today?
Katie: I usually stay home on Saturday and take it easy; read, clean the house, do stuff like that. But today, I’m at
the mall. I’m buying some things for my husband.
3. Katie is ________________today.

a. shopping                     b. reading                                       c. cleaning                              d. resting

         Passage: What do you do?
         Jack: I’m a flight attendant. Flying isn’t dangerous, but it can be stressful. When I’m up in the air working, I

always have something to do. I like it because I meet a lot of interesting people.
4.  Jack’s job is ________________.
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a. boring                         b. stressful                                       c. relaxing                                d. easy
      

           Passage: A vacation postcard
           Dear Mary,
          Greetings from Italy---it’s amazing to be back here again! We left the children with their uncles in New York,
and we’re trekking in Italy. We brought a tent and sleeping bags, so we can camp out if we want to, but we’re really
enjoying the cozy hotels we find along the way.

Joey and Lisa

5. Joey and Lisa _______________.

a. have been to Italy before                                    c. took their kids with them

b. are visiting their uncles                                        d. are in Italy for the first time

   

Passage: The “zone”

You’re deeply involved in a task and can ignore everything around you---ringing phones, your neighbor’s TV,
even your own hunger—and still do things in record time. This is similar to what footballers call the “zone”; the
power  to  concentrate.  This  ability  can  bring  success  in  any  field,  but  in  footballers  it  can  mean  all  the
difference between winning and losing a game or event.

6. In this reading, the “zone” refers to a person’s_______________.

a. state of mind           b.  neighborhood          c.   physical condition                 d. intelligence

7. Footballers in the “zone” are more likely to _____________.

a. fall                             b. ignore                           c. win                                             d. relax       

Passage: Concentration

People have the capacity for intense concentration. They have a great advantage. Such people have the
ability to ignore stimuli (sights, sounds, or anything that can distract a person) and are more likely to stay
with the task to solve it. This ability can make all  the difference between winning and losing in certain
situations such as competing for a gold medal at the Olympics. 

8. Athletes who can concentrate are more likely to _____________________.

a. compete                   b. involve                       c. relax                                          d. stay

              Passage: A vacation postcard
              Dear Amanda, 

            You wouldn’t believe how beautiful Bodrum is. It’s peace and quiet. Judy and I have been staying in a
tent at a campground on the beach. We’re studying a little Turkish with a nice guy who teaches Turkish in a
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school here, but I think he’s learning more English than we are learning Turkish. Judy brought her guitar, so we
enjoy singing around the campfire at night. Love,

                Pam

9. Pam and Judy are __________________.

a. travelling with Amanda      b. taking guitar lessons       c. camping on the beach        d. learning English

10. A nice man ________________

a.  is learning Turkish                             c. is playing the guitar very well     

b.  is staying with Pam                          d. is spending time with Judy and Pam

Part 2- CLOZE TEST- Read the paragraphs below and choose the correct option to complete the sentence.

One (11)_________ my friends introduced me to Paul Johnson, and I (12) __________ realized he was worth
listening to. In my experience, he knows everything about his country, which is why we’re in business together.
He and his sister returned to their home country from Canada after 9/11, because of commercial profits and
patriotism.  (13)  __________  his  ownership  of  newspaper  and TV properties,  he  has  become,  the  most  (14)
___________social media figure in his country and has played a big role in shaping public opinion there. He (15)
__________ great courage in publicly and strongly criticizing the government for corruption and incompetence
for a long time.

11.  a. in                                 b. of                   c. at d. on 

12. a. extremely                    b. sadly      c. quickly d. funnily

13. a. Through                       b. Under c. Below d. Between

14. a. popular                        b. dangerous c. patient d. difficult

15. a. shows                          b. was showing c. will show d. has shown     

Dear Betty,

 (16) I ___________to thank you for coming to our birthday party last weekend. I hope you enjoyed yourselves. Laura
and I have just returned from a short vacation in Paris and now I’m looking forward (17) ________ starting our new
life together after bad events. We have just moved to our new house and since the birthday party we have spent all
our free time (18) ____________ it. The house has actually begun to feel like home now and we have slowly settled
into a routine. However, we are very busy.We have breakfast together in the morning, (19)_________ then we don’t
see each other until late evening. When we (20)___________ home from work, we are exhausted. However, I hope
you have been well since we last saw you.

16. a. am writing                 b. wrote                        c. am going to write d. had written

17. a. with                            b. to                                c. on                  d. in
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18. a. managing              b. predicting                 c. decorating d. impacting

19. a. because                  b. owing to                   c. so    d. but

20. a. go to                        b. get                                 c. change   d. make

On Sunday, I took my little cousins to the zoo. I thought I would have a /an (21)___________ time, but I really was
quite surprised by the awesome animals and I had fun. We were stunned by the lions. They easily balanced when
they jumped into a hula-hoop. We (22)___________ by their performance. I was scared because I saw a child trying
to put his hands (23)___________ a lion’s mouth. But my cousins were having fun and they clapped (24)_________.
Some children were interested in the camels. When the children saw the huge animals, the children cheered. The
children wanted to ride on the camels’ backs. Zoo keepers said OK. My cousins became upset because they were not
chosen, but (25) _________ disappointment faded when the clowns came up. It was a good trip.

21. a.  exciting                           b. boring                 c. fascinating       d. impressing

22. a. were impressed             b. impressed           c. have impressed     d. impress

23. a. to                                      b. out                     c. into                            d. of

24. a. excitedly                          b. terribly          c. sadly                        d. slowly

25. a. my                                    b. their                  c. your                            d. his

Part 3- USE OF ENGLISH. Choose the word or words that best complete the sentence.

26. My daughter is always interested ___________playing the piano.

a. about                          b. at                             c. in                                d. to

27. After graduating from university, I hope ___________ a new job.

a. to find                        b. finding                                        c. that find                                  d. find 

28. Mount Kilimanjaro is ________________ Mount Fuji.

a. higher than              b. high                                              c. as high                                    d. the highest  

 

29. Andrea can’t design a webpage. I can’t design _________.

a. so                               b. too                                               c. enough                                   d. either  

30. Tom doesn't get along with the man _________ lives next door.

a. in that                       b. which                                          c. who                                         d. where

31. ____________ a few good hotels in my neighborhood.
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a. Their                        b. There is                                        c. They are                                 d. There are

32. Beth never does yoga, _______________she?

a. was                        b. does                                               c. has                                          d.is

33. It’s noon _______ we need to eat lunch now.

a. however                b. so                                                    c. but                                         d. because

34. Peter likes ________________ on the weekends.

a. swim                     b. swum                                             c. swimming                            d. swam

35. Could you please tell me where _______________?

a. the gas station is             b. is gas the station            c. it is the gas station            d. is it the gas station

36. ____________ high school students go to university in Turkey.

a. Most of                              b. The most                           c. Most                                    d. Almost 

37. The public library is _________ Palm Street.

a. next                                    b. between                             c. at                                        d. on

38. It’s very _____________ solve this problem for me.

a. difficulty                            b. difficult to                          c. difficultly                          d. with difficult

39. A: I have a terrible headache.

B: I think you _____________  an aspirin.

a. took                                    b. have taken                         c. couldn’t take                 d. should take

40.    If you do not hurry up, you ________ your flight.

a. will miss                        b. had missed                            c. have missed                    d. would have missed
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Part 4. VOCABULARY. Choose the best answer to make meaningful sentences.

41. The Chin Men is the only remaining theatre in Taiwan to continue the age-old __________ of displaying
hand-painted film posters.

a. passion                           b. tradition                         c. location                            d. expedition

42. Women working at the post office ___________ lazily with one another as the queue ticked slowly forward,
enjoying the company of their co-workers.

a. seemed                             b. exposed                     c. chatted                            d. walked

43. On an early Friday afternoon in November, after most of the lunchtime diners have finished their food, one
of the chefs comes out from a/an ____________ kitchen that we can’t see in the basement.

a. known                               b. visible                         c. outstanding                   d. hidden    

44. Samantha has lived here for many years. She says that this country’s food culture is __________ different
and often linked to a particular place.

a. incredibly                         b. instinctively                c. neatly                            d. deadly

45. The cottages are beautiful and remote, ___________ by fields and fresh air.

a. built                                   b. surrounded                c. engraved                     d.  owned

PART 5.  READING. Answer the questions according to the text given.

             Pollution

Industrial pollution is a problem all around the world. It is also a serious problem in some developing 
countries. Most countries in Europe and America want to develop new industries so they put controls on industries 
that create pollution in order to attract huge international companies. Economic growth is very important for the 
continents we mentioned above.

Ouro Preto, an industrial town of 70, 000 people in Brazil, is an example of the relationship between 
industrial development and pollution. In the 1950’s, Ouro Preto didn’t have any industry. Today it has more than 
thirty sizable factories, which produce many pollutants. The people of the town are exposed to large number of 
poisonous substances in their environment. In other words, these people have no protection against these harmful 
chemical substances. The result of this exposure can be clearly seen. Birth defects are very common, and medical 
science cannot correct many of these defects. For example, one out of every 300 babies suffers from brain damage. 
Usually only one out of every 6000 babies is born with this defect. Other serious health problems are caused by the 
pollution. Among children and adults, asthma and other lung problems are sometimes twelve times more common in
Ouro Preto than in other places.

Brazil has laws against pollution but the government doesn’t enforce these laws strictly enough. It is more 
profitable for companies to ignore the laws and pay money as punishment than to buy the expensive equipment that
will lower the pollution. It is clear, therefore, that economic growth is more important to the government than the 
health of the public. However, the responsibility does not completely lie with the Brazilian government. The example 
of Ouro Preto shows that international companies are not responsible. Large companies from Spain, France and the 
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United Kingdom own a number of factories in the town. They are doing things in Brazil that they cannot do at home 
because if they do, their governments put them out of business and punish them.

46. When companies “ignore the laws”, they _________________________.

a. know about laws but still break them

b. are careful to act according to laws

c. know that there are laws and don’t break them

d. don’t want laws to punish them

47. Asthma is a __________________________.

a. type of chemical in the environment

b. type of birth defect

c. condition which affects people’s lungs

d. pollutant from large factories

48. Why don’t developing countries have serious pollution controls?

a. Governments of developing countries do not agree that industrial growth can cause pollution.

b. Developing countries attract new industries that do not cause much pollution.

c. In developing countries, only small places like Ouro Preto have pollution problems.

d. International countries do not want to build new factories in countries where there are serious pollution
controls.

49. What does the writer say about poisonous substances?

a. Factories in developing countries don’t produce them.

b. They do not affect the people of Ouro Preto.

c. They are dangerous to health.

d. They do not exist in the environment. 

50. Which of the following is true?

a. Birth defects occur much more often in many parts of the world than they do in Ouro Preto.

b. International companies and governments of developing countries do not  effectively control pollution.

c. The writer uses the example of Ouro Preto to show that industrial development can happen very quickly
in developing countries.
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d. Brazil is different from other countries in that it does not have pollution laws.
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